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Shudder apple tv canada

Apple TV connects to tv sets and uses an Ethernet or WiFi connection to stream content from the Internet and connect to other Apple devices. Stores and access files through iCloud. Apple TV uses an HDMI cable to connect to a TV that is not included on your device. Users must also obtain an Ethernet cable to connect the device directly to the modem. When a device is
connected, users can make a quick setup by setting up an existing iOS device at the top of the box and entering information about Apple IDs. If the device that's being used isn't immediately compatible, follow the prompts to complete the installation. When the installation is complete, users can see all content that was previously purchased on iTunes or uploaded to iCloud on the
Music, TV, and Movies menu. Users can also purchase or rent additional content from iTunes.AirPlay allows users to connect their device to Macs or iOS devices and stream content stored there. The device's projecting screen feature on apple TV gives users access to photos, music, videos, and apps installed on the device. Apple TV also supports streaming services such as
Netflix and Hulu Plus. Users can sign in to their subscriptions for these services and use Apple TV to stream content. Until fairly recently, Netflix (and to a lesser extent Hulu and Amazon Prime Video) had little in the way of serious competition. Now the streaming video landscape is shifting, thanks to the introduction of a tone of new streaming services. Netflix's position as king
could be truly under siege. Apple TV+ and Disney+, two brand new services that launched in November 2019 with some impressive-looking original programming and exclusive content in an effort to compete with everyone from Netflix to HBO. Let's take a closer look at these two services and see which (if it's also) worth adding to your streaming catalog. The signup for Apple TV+
Signup for the Disney+, ESPN+, and Hulu Bundle Price Julian Chokkattu/Apple's Digital Trends strategy – at least for starters – is the intricate price of any other streaming player. Under Apple's commitment to keep things simple, Apple TV+ has only one subscription plan: $5 a month gets everything the service offers. You can check the Apple TV+ for seven days of free time to
make sure it's right for you before you start paying. Up to six family members can share one Apple TV+ subscription that supports six concurrent streams. Interestingly, Apple leveraged its hardware muscle in the early days of apple TV+ to drive sign-ups. If you buy a new iPhone, Mac, iPad or Apple TV after September 10, you'll get one year of Apple TV+ for free. Disney+ uses the
same all-inclusive strategy for its subscriptions, but is slightly more expensive at $7 a month or $70 a year. For this commission, you get a full Disney+ catalog, four simultaneous streams and up to seven different user profiles. Disney+ also offers seven days free and you do save $5 a month if you take advantage of Disney's combo offering with ESPN+ and Hulu. At $4 less per
month than Netflix's cheapest plan, which is even more important in that comparison, as much as $2 less than Disney+, Apple TV+ is the cheapest option for three services, but that doesn't mean it's the best value for your dollars. When it comes to how much you get for what you spend, apple TV+ lags far behind. Apple's content has landed some very big talent for its Apple TV+
original programming series, with names like Oprah, Steven Spielberg, and J.J. Abrams all confirmed. Series such as The See and The Morning Show have stellar outflows and visual impressions that are the best in Hollywood, with budgets that match. Unfortunately, the number of original Apple TV+ series is incredibly low, and the series has been priced at mid-ratings. Worse,
there's no catalog. With Apple TV+, you get the original series and that's it. There's nothing else to watch for. Even if Apple can match the production value and quality of the best services out there with its new shows, it will need more - much more - to keep customers happy. Disney+ has a huge advantage here, as it is able to plumb Disney, Pixar, Lucasfilm and Marvel Studios's
massive catalog of movies and TV shows. They represent some of the most popular titles of all time, including the Star Wars, Toy Story and Avengers franchises. Disney's slate of original series, which sparked the Mandasda Star Wars universe, isn't a snee. All told, there are more than 600 movies and TV shows currently on Disney+. Apple TV+ has nine, although a few more will
arrive in the next few months. It's obviously unbalanced. If you're looking for one of these services to replace Netflix or one of the other streaming services, Disney+ is the obvious way to go. Support for Devices At Startup, Disney+ subscribers will be able to watch on iOS, Apple TV (tvOS), Google Chromecast, Android, Android TV, PlayStation 4, Roku, Xbox One, Amazon Fire
TV, and LG and Samsung smart TVs. If your device is equipped with AirPlay 2 or the Apple TV app, you can also use it to watch disney+. Apple says that if you have an iPhone, iPad, Mac or Apple TV, you already have an Apple TV app, which is the best way to watch Apple TV+. However, you will need to be on a recent version of the company's software, specifically iOS 12.3 or
later, tvOS 12.3 or later and MacOS Catalina to subscribe to Apple TV+. Outside of Apple devices, Roku, Amazon Fire TV and Samsung smart TVs all support the Apple TV app, while you can use AirPlay 2 to get Apple TV+ on other hardware. For now, Disney+ supports a wider range of devices, including Chromecast, PlayStation and Xbox - all very large absentees from Apple'
ranks. Apple's user experience, audio and video TV program is home to Apple TV+ (and all other third-party video services you subscribe to). In real Apple fashion, it's a logically laid interface that's easy to navigate on an iPhone or 4K TV 65.00. All Apple TV+ content is displayed in the relevant categories, and you can add titles as favorites, start watching one device and continue
with another, and get recommendations tailored to your specific tastes. Some of Apple's original productions are available in 4K resolution with Dolby Vision HDR and with Dolby Atmos soundtracks on compatible devices. Apple TV+ looks and sounds great, especially on the big screen with a dedicated audio bar or speakers for home movies. Disney+ will also be available in 4K,
Dolby Vision, and Dolby Atmos on selected titles and devices that can support these formats. This includes almost every new television show and movie, as well as some older classics (the original Star Wars trilogy is available in 4K for the first time at Disney+, for example). However, quite a few older Disney's content is only available in lower resolutions. Unlike Apple TV+, you
can experience Disney+ in different user contexts. You'll download and use the dedicated disney+ standalone app for platforms like iOS or Android. If you're a Hulu subscriber, you can watch Disney+ content in the Hulu app, although you'll miss the 4K features. Finally, since Disney+ will be compatible with Apple's TV app, you could subscribe and watch it on an Apple TV
interface. We think Disney+'s wider range of user experiences here is an advantage, although all the different ways to watch can be a little confusing. If you're not sure which interface to use, just stick to the dedicated Disney+ app. It's available on almost everything, so it should be covered. The conclusion is not even close at the moment. Apple is spending a lot of money to bring
big names to Apple TV+, but the content simply isn't. There is only a sand of original features, and none of them is breakout hits. Disney+ is more expensive (though it's still cheaper than Netflix), but it comes with a deep and eclectic library and series, including the mandalor, which is already creating buzzing. On a technical level, both works are fascinated. For now, however,
Apple TV+ is the bonus you get when buying new Apple hardware. Disney+ is the one you actually want to pay for. The recommendations of Apple's editors came in the 1980s. With an iPod and iTunes, it's in 2000. This started the iPhone smartphone business in the late 2000s. More recently, he has led the markets for tablets and smart watches with the iPad and Apple Watch.
CEO Tim Cook and the team at Cupertino want to go for one of the greatest tech success stories of all time, Netflix. This is happening with Apple TV Plus (officially labeled Apple TV+). The wrapper around the Apple TV Plus can be slightly confusing because Apple has released another product called the Apple TV (no plusa), which was a piece of the hardware set-top box. apple
TV app, which is preinstalled on all Apple devices. Apple TV Plus, on the other hand, is something completely different with a separate approach to building a streaming library. So what is Apple TV Plus and what does it offer? This guide has answers to all your Apple TV Plus questions. Want to try apple tv plus? Go over the button below! What is Apple TV Plus? Apple TV Plus is
Apple's premium subscription streaming service, which tries to adopt Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime Video and others. It is completely ad-free and has a range of original shows and movies made under Apple Originals, as well as a small library of licensed content. This promotes Apple TV's existing, which is both a set-top streaming box and a service that allows you to subscribe to
other in-app streaming services. The idea is that you can bring all your streaming services to one place instead of remembering multiple accounts and passwords. Since we know it's confusing with multiple services and products under Apple's TV banner, here's a breakdown of three: Apple TV (product): a set-top box that lets you stream video from iTunes, Amazon Prime Video,
ESPN, Hulu, Netflix, and other streaming services. Currently, there are two models, one for HD and one for 4K. Both models run the Apple TV app. Apple TV app: A free app/service that serves as a hub for content from various streaming services, which also allows individual subscriptions to specific channels, as well as movie rental or purchases. It comes pre-installed on most
Apple products (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, Mac and Apple TV). Apple TV Plus: A Netflix-like subscription service with more than 30 Apple Originals, and a modest catalog of syndicated content. It's worth noting that when it was first launched, Apple TV Plus only had Apple Originals, with no back catalogue of other content. She tried to attract subscribers with new, exclusive series
and series. It doesn't seem to have paid off, as Apple began licensing content early in the 2020.Is Apple TV Plus worth? Whether the Apple TV Plus is worth it or not will depend on how much you value fresh and original content. This is not a platform for people who want binge to watch office for an unpostful time, with only a tiny catalogue of non-original content. Apple TV Plus
has some great original content that could be worth subscriptions for serious TV junkies. They include The Morning Show, Drama with Jennifer Aniston, Reese Witherspoon, i Steve Carell, Vidi, an epic SF drama with Jason Momoa and Alfre Woodard, and many others. U compared to other big hitters in the streaming world, Apple TV Plus doesn't want to offer access to new
blockbuster movies, or fan-favorite classics, or it's the only job to focus so much on big-budget original content. Apple is expected to have a budget of $6 billion to attract top talent to the platform, and deep pockets to run it as time On. Read also: The best streaming services — Netflix, Disney Plus and moreApple TV Plus also have a pretty generous family sharing plan, allowing
up to six family members to use the same account. Even better, you can use your own logins so you don't have to share a password with anyone. Another thing to consider is that if you're already in the Apple ecosystem, you might be able to get a year of service for free. What experts consider The general consensus of streaming and media experts is that although Apple TV Plus
has a solid set of original content and fantastic streaming quality, there simply isn't enough content (yet). In our review of Apple TV, we've noticed that while it's not exactly a runaway success, Apple's streaming service is a solid streaming service provider. In addition to the unique three-episode-a-week content strategy to make viewers quickly addictive, it also has the best
streaming bitrate in the company. Plus, just five dollars a month and a generous free offer, Apple doesn't require much access to its content. That said, in our comparisons with other top streaming services such as Netflix and Disney Plus (more on that later), the difference in the amount of content is stunning. Although both services have stood longer than Apple TV Plus, their
catalogues are significantly larger and are constantly evolving. Apple has invested a lot of money in Apple Originals, and many of them are really worth seeing, but none of them have caught the public's attention so far. Disney Plus has a Mandalorian, Hulu has a handheld story, And Netflix has House of Cards and many others. The closest hit apple tv plus has is the Morning
Show, which received mixed reviews when it was launched. Apple has since started adding syndicated content to the service, but it will probably never boast the same extensive catalogue of shows and movies as its competitors. No one is saying that the service is bad, as it does not offer the same value as other options. That could change in the future with one or two big hits.
What do users think if they could choose only one, which streaming service would they choose? Apple has always kept user numbers close to their chests, so it's hard to tell how successful Apple TV Plus has been with everyday users. Even more complicated by matters, virtually all current Apple TV Plus subscribers are still on their free flight. This means that subscriber numbers
could tank when the first wave of free trials expires November.In May 2020, we asked our readers at the Android Authority that the streaming service would choose if they could choose only one, and apple TV Plus caught less than 1% of the votes (results above). Most users commented that the library is simply too little, although it may be better than a second or third
subscription for those who can't get enough content. Read also: We asked, you told us: Netflix is winning a lot, Apple TV Plus falls (very) shortAs are of course other ways to study interest in One is Google Trends, which tracks the search volume for specific keywords. Apple TV Plus was sung when it was first announced, then restarted when the service began. It has done nothing
but stagnates since then, even with a global pandemic where all are at home streaming media. Compared to another service that started around the same time, Disney Plus, Apple TV plus is hardly a blip on the radar. It hasn't attracted public attention, either because of a lack of convincing material on the platform or a lack of a large marketing push from Apple.Our best indicator of
user numbers comes from a Bloomberg report claiming (via unnamed sources) that about 10 million people have subscribed to the service since February 2020. Of this number, only about half were actively used in the report. Those numbers are far missing from rival Disney Plus, which went online around the same time. Disney says it recorded more than 54 million subscribers for
its service between November 2019 and April 2020. One of Apple's biggest advantages is its base of 1.5 billion users, with less than 10% actually logged in. Given that it was a free offer for the full year service, this shows that for the vast majority of users the initial list of shows and movies is simply not interesting enough to even try the service. While the most common complaint
online is the lack of content, other users have been bracing for limited devices. Apple TV Plus doesn't officially support Android devices or most smart TVs, so the best options are a web browser or Apple product. Where is the Apple TV Plus available? Apple TV Plus is available in 107 countries worldwide. It is not available in all countries that support the Apple TV app and does
not include some high-population countries such as South Korea, Romania, Turkey and others. However, Apple has promised that every Apple Original in nearly 40 languages will be captured or named (or both). There will also be a closed sign of all addresses for impaired hearing. Here is the full list of all 107 countries, where Apple TV Plus:AnguillaAntigua and
BarbudaArgentinaArmeniaAustraliaAustriaAzerbaijanBahamiBahrainBelarusBelgiumBelizeBermudaBoliviaBotswanaBrazilBritish Virgin IslandsBulGarijaCambodiaCanadaCape VerdeCayman IslandsChileColombiaCosta RicaCyprus Czech RepublicDenmarkDominicaDominska RepublikaEkvadorEgyptEl
SalvadorEstoniEswatiniFijiFinlandFranceGambiaMilyGhanaGreeceGrenadaGuatemalaGuinea-BissauHondurasHong KongHungaryIndiaInndonesiaIrelandIsraelItalyJapanJordanLaosLatviaLebanonLitvaLuxembourgMacauMalaysiaMaltaMauritiusMexicoMicronesiaMoldovaMomoMongoliaMozambiqueMibijaNetherlandsNew
ZealandNicaragvaNigerOgerOmanPanamaParaguayPeruPhilippinesPolandPortugalQatarRussiaSaudi ArabiaSingaporeSlovakiaSloveniaSouth AfricaSpainSri LankaSt. Kitts and NevisSwedenSwitzerlandTaiwanTajikistanThailandTrinidad and Arab EmiratesUnited KingdomUSAVenezuelaVietnamZimbabweWhat does Apple TV Plus cost? The Apple TV Plus in the US costs $4.99
a month, with a seventh day of free testing. There's also an annual subscription option of $49.99. This fee unlocks all Apple Originals, but you will have to pay for other Apple TV Channel subscriptions separately. Read more: How much does apple TV Plus cost? Here is information about its costsI'm worth noting that there is only one price for the Apple TV streaming service and
includes up to six family members, 4K quality and media downloads. There are no more expensive plans with additional features – everything is included in the baseline. If you're already subscribe to a few other Apple products, such as Apple Music, it might be worth opting for an Apple One subscription. This includes Apple TV Plus, Apple Music, Apple Arcade, and 50GB of iCloud
storage for just $14.95 per month. There is also a family plan for $19.95 for up to six family members. The most expensive plan costs $29.95, increasing iCloud storage to 2TB and including Apple News Plus and the new Apple Fitness Plus.Worldwide, other countries have similar costs, but you can find a list of international Apple TV Plus prices below:US: $4.99/month,
$49.99/yearCanada: $5.99/monthUK: £4.99/monthEurope: €4.99/monthIndia: ₹99/monthAustralia: 7 The $99/monthSet to get an Apple TV Plus for freeU intent to bolster its streaming service, Apple is initially offering a free year of Apple TV Plus when it recently purchased apple's device. This includes iPhone, iPad, Mac, iPod and Apple TV set-top boxes. The offer still applies to
new purchases, but must be requested within three months of setting up the device. The new roku devices also include three free months of Apple TV Plus. Other new users can still get seven days of Apple TV Plus for free. Learn more about how to get an Apple TV Plus for free at the link below. Read more: How to get apple TV Plus for free How do I get an Apple TV Plus?
Signing in to Apple TV Plus is easy and can be done from both the web and the Apple TV app. In fact, it's usually the first thing you see when you open the Apple TV app. Just tap Try for free and confirm your purchase to get started. The first seven days are free, after which you will be automatically charged $4.99 a month. Go online to Apple TV Plus, and then click Start free trial.
If you're not already signed in, you'll need to sign in to your Apple account, but the whole process takes less than a minute. No matter how you sign up, you'll get a pop up to you by taking it if you have a free year to request due to a recent purchase. Which devices does Apple TV support? The Apple TV Plus is only available on the Apple TV app, which is available on more than
just Apple devices. It's not as accessible as other streaming platforms, but there are chances that you have more devices in the house than you can access to an Apple TV. For Apple devices, every iPhone ali iPod Touch with z the software update can access the Apple TV directly through an app that should have been preinstalled. Apple TV set-top boxes that are third-class or
newer are also compatible. Read also: The best streaming devices you can buy Northern popular streaming devices, such as those made by Roku and Amazon, are also supported by newer smart TVs from some of the most popular brands. Many newer smart TVs have already installed the Apple TV app, but 2018 models may need to find the app and install it manually. Some
smart TVs that are not compatible with the Apple TV app may still be able to access the service using AirPlay 2. This allows you to share your screen from any Apple PC. You can see the list of supported numbers of smart TV models here. Android devices are mostly excluded from the list because the Apple TV app isn't available in the Google Play Store. Still, the platform can be
accessed on Android devices through a web portal on just about every web browser, just like on Macs and computers. Here is the full list of Apple TV compatible devices:Apple TV (4K, HD, i 3rd generation)Roku (most models)Amazon Fire TV (most models)Samsung Smart TVs (2018. i noviji)LG Smart TVs (2019. i noviji)Mac (macOS Catalina 10.15 or more)PC (browser
only)Android (only browser)Are it on Apple-wrapper streaming service? Apple TV Plus is all about original content in Apple Originals. These include shows, movies and documentaries that have some of the biggest names in Hollywood. The company's deep pockets and relationships with other industries give Apple's streaming service an advantage over a few competitors. There
are a lot of great shows and movies on Apple TV Plus, and in many cases you can watch the first episode or two of the Apple Original series for free. It's a great way to see if you're interested in watching more before starting your seven-day free trial. To help promote the content list, Apple began aligning older content in May 2020. Since writing, the only licensed content is an older



Fraggle Rock series from the 1980s. This addition makes sense, as Apple TV Plus also has the right to publish brand new Fraggle Rock episodes as part of Apple Originals. We won't list every show and movie in this article, but here's a short list of some of our favorites, so you know what to expect. Apple TV PlusApple's best shows have invested heavily in original shows for the
platform, and although none of them have managed to completely capture the hearts and minds of the general public, there are some excellent shows on offer. We have a full list of the best Apple TV Plus shows with trailers and complete descriptions, but here's a quick list of some of our favorites. The morning show - the drama behind the scenes is on the national morning news
TV show. The film stars Jennifer Aniston, Reese and Steve Carell.See – An epic sci-fi drama that has been on Earth for centuries after global cataclysm blinded all humans. The star is Jason. Jason. And Alfre Woodard.For All Mankind – SCI-fi series, which was set to be an alternate timeline, where the Soviet Union landed on the moon before the United States. Dickinson –
Comedy at the heart of the fictional work of the poet Emily Dickinson, as played by Hailee Steinfeld.Helpsters – Children's Series, which teaches children coding. It comes from the producers of Sesame Street at Sesame Workshop.Ghostwriter – A new version of the children's series that focuses on four children who gather creatures based on literature. Oprah's Book Club – This
show brings back a very popular virtual book club created by Oprah Winfrey. The new episodes will appear on Apple's TV Plus every other month. Servant – the lead in the thriller series, produced by M. Night Shyamalan, who also directed two of her episodes. The truth will be told - a true crime series in octavia spencer and aaron paul. He's following a real crime that gets too
close to the subjects. Little America – Anthology series about the stories of immigrants in the United States.Mythic Quest – Two of the three creators of It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia, Rob McElhenney and Charlie Day, team up again for this comedy series about a video game development studio. Amazing stories – the reviving classic SCI-fi anthological TV series, produced
again by Steven Spielberg.Home Before Dark – A mysterious drama inspired by the real-life Hilda Lysiak, who, at the age of 11, investigated the murder of a cold case for her neighborhood newspaper. Defend Jacob – Chris Evans in this show stars as a lawyer who has a son who is under arrest for murder. Central Park – A new animated series with a voice-over show that
includes Josh Gad and Kristen Bell.Apple TV PlusApple TV Plus's best films doesn't have as many movies as competitors, but it has a respectable selection of original films that need to be streamed immediately. Check out our list of the best Apple TV Plus movies for trailers and more, but here's a short list of what to expect on the platform:The Banker – Drama, inspired by the real
events of two black businessmen in the 1950s who find creative ways to combat racism in the pursuit of the American dream. Samuel L. Jackson and Anthony Mackie.Beastie Boys Story – Spike Jonze documentary about the rise of Eponymous Hip Hop to fame. Hala – An upcoming drama about Pakistani-American teenagers who struggles to balance their cultural and religious
heritage with their American friends and desire to turn it on. Greyhound – The WW2 drama in the main proceedings and written by Tom Hanks about a navy captain who leads a fleet of ships across the U-Boat-infested waters of the Atlantic.Apple TV Channels and other content Even though they are not technically part of the Apple TV Plus program, Apple TV Channels are a
great way to get more out of their experience with Apple's TV app while waiting for more original content. It turns the service into something more like a traditional cable TV, but without anything inflated. Program Apple TV Basically a la carte selection of TV channels and streaming services that you can order in the Apple TV app. This allows you to consolidate most (if not all)
streaming services into one place, with Apple getting a portion of each Apple TV subscription. It's easy and convenient to subscribe to your Apple account from the app, but existing subscriptions outside the app can't be downloaded through. You must cancel them and re-sign out via Apple TV. However, there are some other potential benefits to unloo you over Apple TV channels,
such as higher bitrata streams and media downloads. It also makes it easier to manage apple TV subscriptions from one place. Many subscriptions can also be shared with up to six family members, This is just apple TV Plus.Here's a full list of confirmed Apple TV Channels:Acorn TVA&amp;E Crime CentralApple TV PlusArrow Video ChannelBet PlusBritboxCBS All
AccessCinemaxCollegeHumor DropoutComedy Central NowCuriosityStreamEpixEros Now SelectHBO (limited)History VaultIFC Films UnlimitedLifetime Movie ClubMoonbug KidsMTV HitsMubiNickHitsNogginPBS LivingShowTimeShudderSmithsonian Channel PlusStarzSundance NowTastemadeUp Faith &amp; FamilyUrban Movie ChannelApple TV stands for TV packages to
be bound by channel , but usually lies around $5 or more. The availability of the Apple TV Channel may vary by region, and HBO Now no longer accepts new subscribers since the beginning of this year. In addition to Apple's TV channels, the Apple TV app includes several other major streaming services. The list will be next to other in-app channels, and startup will open a third-
party app to stream the media itself. Before you ask, no, Netflix is not included. Here's a list of external streaming services that are supported in Apple TV:HuluAmazon Prime VideoESPN PlusFinally, Apple's new app TV will support a number of cable and satellite mobile apps, along with internet tv cable services. These include:Charter SpectrumDirecTVFuboHulu TVOptimum by
AlticePlaystation VueApple TV Plus against apple TV Plus competition entering an increasingly crowded online streaming landscape. This includes an industry leader, Netflix, which has the advantage of having several years of experience and an impressive catalog of both original and licensed content on offer. While Apple TV Plus can't compare with Netflix to the sheer amount of
content, it's significantly cheaper. A $4.99 subscription includes 4K and up to six concurrent streams, while you'll have to pay a full $16 a month for 4K content and four simultaneous streams on Netflix. Read the full comparison: Netflix vs Apple TV PlusAmazon Prime Video is also a major competitor to Apple TV Plus. It also has a worldwide reach, along with many excellent
original shows that have received several Emmy awards. It's also usually bundled with Amazon Prime, which is an incredibly popular service for online shoppers. It even offers 4K streaming for supported Making it a solid alternative to Apple TV Plus.Za American users, Hulu can also be a solid alternative to meeting your streaming needs. The baseline is slightly more expensive at
$5.99 a month and includes ads. You'll have to spend up to $11.99 to get ad-free streams. One of Hulu's biggest advantages is that it is often bundled with other services, such as the very attractive Disney Plus-Hulu-ESPN Plus bundle at $12.99 a month. Finally, there's Disney Plus, which started less than two weeks after Apple's TV Plus. Disney Plus isn't available in nearly as
many countries as Apple TV Plus, Netflix, or Amazon Prime Video, but it has a huge collection of popular content. Most Pixar, Marvel and Star Wars movies, as well as Disney classics, helped register more than 50 million users in the first six months after launch. Read the full comparison: Disney Plus v Apple TV PlusO still FAQ: How many people can stream on Apple TV Plus at
the same time? A: Up to six people can stream at the same time. In: Are Apple TV Plus shows/movies in 4K? A: Yes, all Apple TV Plus shows and movies are available for streaming or downloading in 4K. A: No, Apple TV Plus doesn't have any ads. In: Does Apple TV Plus have parental control? A: Yes, there are parental control options for the Apple TV app, web portal and set-
top box. A: Can you share your Apple TV Plus account with friends and family? A: Apple TV Plus subscriptions can be shared with up to five other accounts (six in total), although the official program is limited to family members only. In: Can you get an Apple TV Plus on your device? A: Yes. The Apple TV app is available on most Roku devices. Find the full list of supported Roku
devices here. In: Can You Watch Apple TV Plus on Amazon Fire TV Stick? A: Yes. The Apple TV app is available on most Amazon Fire TV devices. Find the full list of supported Fire TV devices here. In: Can you use Chromecast with Apple TV Plus? A: There is officially no support for Chromecast with Apple TV. However, you can do this around by casting a browser tab with an
open web application, with obvious hits to the quality and easyness of use. A: Can you watch Apple TV Plus on consoles like ps4 or Xbox One? A: No, the Apple TV app is not currently available on any consoles. In: Will Apple TV Plus add even more syndicated content? A: Apple has not posted any announcements about adding more coordinated content, but it appears to be at
least part of the growth strategy for the platform. S: How many subscribers does Apple TV Plus have? A: Apple has not disclosed official subscriber numbers, but a Bloomberg report requires about 10 million subscribers as of February 2020. More coveragePublished other readersSo now using Apple TV Plus, are you a current subscriber? If so, let your voice be heard in our polls
below and then go ahead and post your mini-review in the comments! Comments!
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